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INFO ON

CAMPS & RETREATS
OVERVIEW

Justin does leadership and organizational commitment
programs on all levels. These programs change significantly with each group. If you’re interested, get your details
together and give us a ring. We’ll work with you to develop
a program tailored specifically to your needs. Some of the
most popular topics include leadership, goals, service, and
recruitment.

LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS
PROGRAM If you are going to be a leader and if you are going to be a
Don’t Just Sit There...JUMP! success, you will have to take risks. Risk little and get little
successes. Risk big and get big successes. This program
Time will shove you out of a perfectly good airplane into the
60–90 minutes world of the unknown, where your dreams become reality. Justin will guide your participants on an adventure of
learning to break through fear, pride, insecurity, and the
unknown. He will have them totally excited and ready to
jump straight into success. Topics discussed will include
fear, failure, standing up straight, being a cheerleader, and
the importance of asking questions.
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CAMPS & RETREATS
CHURCH PROGRAMS
OVERVIEW

Justin’s passion is to pour out the truth—straight up and
simple. He is truly the essence of Acts 4:13. However,
there is no practical way to describe all the programs Justin
offers for churches. Some of the most popular topics are
salvation, commitment vs. experience, being Dateable,
prayer for the ADD generation, and a youth pastor
workshop.
If you want Justin to come speak at church, let’s
chat. Justin is also perfect for singles’ programs, retreats,
mission trips, and parent conferences. Or sign up for
Lookadoo’s Sunday Slam and bring Justin in for a 3-part
Sunday program: preaching in the morning service,
teaching a parent conference in the afternoon, and hosting
a Dateable event for area teens in the evening. This allows
all your people to have the Lookadoo Experience, and
creates opportunities for reaching their deep, varied needs
in relevant ways.
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